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BORON as a novel ultra-lightweight block cipher has some favorable properties, e.g.
faster encryption speed and particular low power encryption design for pervasive comput-
ing and so on. Currently, the security of BORON encryption algorithm has extensively
received attention. However, it still appears to be an interesting and crucial task to deter-
mine BORON encryption algorithm against impossible differential attack. In this article,
the security of BORON encryption algorithm against the impossible differential attack is
deeply investigated. In the first place, basing on both the differential property of the S-box
and the algorithm structure of BORON cipher, 160 new 6-round impossible differential dis-
tinguishers are attained by using the MILP (Mixed-Integer Linear Programming) automated
search model. Moreover, an impossible differential attack on 10-round reduced BORON
cipher is proposed, where the 6-round impossible differential distinguishers is further ex-
tended forward 2-round and backward 2-round respectively. It is illustrated that this new
attack requires about 243.52 chosen data, 262.08 10-round encryption operations, and 244.52

bits memory. Compared with the previous results, this attack achieves the highest attacking
round number and the lowest data complexity.

Keywords: BORON, impossible differential cryptanalysis, MILP (mixed-integer linear pro-
gramming), S-box, lightweight block cipher

1. INTRODUCTION

Lightweight block cipher can provide extensive security protection for the devices
of the resource-constrained environments, such as Internet of things, WSNs, etc. Dur-
ing the past decade, many lightweight block ciphers are proposed, for instance LBlock
[1], PRESENT [2], RECTANGLE [3], etc. Accordingly, security analysis for the light-
weight block ciphers is becoming more and more important. Normally, a new proposed
lightweight block cipher needs to be verified its security and its implementation perfor-
mance. In particular, the designers have to clearly determine the ability of lightweight
block cipher against traditional attacks, e.g., differential cryptanalysis [4], linear crypt-
analysis [5], impossible differential cryptanalysis [6, 7], and so on.
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Impossible differential cryptanalysis as one of the most effective attacks on block
ciphers is independently proposed by Knudsen [6] and Biham [7]. Generally, impossible
differential cryptanalysis contains two phases, i.e., both the construction of impossible
differential distinguisher phase and the key recovery phase. Notice that there are some
new advanced search methods to quickly look for the impossible differential distinguisher,
e.g. the Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) method. More specifically, At ICISC
2011, MILP technique for counting the number of active S-boxes of the word-oriented
ciphers is used to evaluate their resistance against differential and linear cryptanalysis [8].
At ASIACRYPT 2014, the MILP model regarding to the related-key differential char-
acteristics for the bit-oriented block ciphers was presented [9]. In 2016, the automatic
MILP tool regarding to search impossible differential distinguisher for the ARX ciphers
is proposed in [10]. Later, at EUROCRYPT 2017, Sasaki et al. also proposed a new tool
to search the impossible differential distinguisher [11]. Moreover, Sadeghi et al. used the
MILP method to search the related key impossible differential distinguisher for SIMECK
cipher [12].

BORON as a novel ultra-lightweight block cipher is invented by BANSOD et al.
[13]. The encryption algorithm has many favorable advantages, e.g. fast encryption speed
and particularly suited for resource-constrained environments. More concretely, BORON
cipher uses 16 identical S-boxes in the S-layer in order to provide sufficient confusion.
In the P-layer, the cipher uses 4 identical nibble-oriented replacements, 4 different cyclic
shifts and XOR operations so that it can achieve better diffusion with fewer round oper-
ations. In 2019, the best differential and linear trails of BORON cipher are determined
by using the SMT solver in [14]. In 2020, Li et al. [15] presented the integral attack on
reduced-round BORON cipher. In particular, the attacks on reduced 7-, 8- and 9-round
of cipher were provided by basing on a novel 6-round distinguisher. Actually, it still ap-
pears to be an interesting and crucial task to determine BORON cipher against impossible
differential attack.

In this article, a new MILP search model for the impossible differential distinguisher
of BORON block cipher is presented by using the S-box operation constraints, where the
MILP search model has less constraints and variables. Moreover, 160 6-round impos-
sible differential distinguishers are obtained by solving the model in the Gurobi solver.
An new impossible differential attack on 10-round reduced BORON cipher is proposed,
where the 6-round impossible differential distinguishers is further extended forward 2-
round and backward 2-round respectively. In the key recovery phase, the data complexity
can be effectively reduced by using the probability of the input/output difference of S-
boxes. Compared with the previous results, this attack achieves the highest attacking
round number and the lowest data complexity.

2. DESCRIPTION OF BORON

BORON uses the popular SPN cipher structure [13], where the data block size is
64-bit, and the user key size is 80-bit or 128-bit. The number of iterative rounds function
operation is 25. Specially, its round function includes three basic operations: AddRound-
Key, Substitution Layer and Permutation Layer. These operations are depicted in Fig.
1.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of BORON.

Let Ci be the input status of i-round of the BORON cipher, and Ci+1 be the output (i
= 0, 1, ..., 24). The update process from Ci to Ci+1 is given below.

Ci+1 = P(S(Ci)) (1)

The Substitution Layer consists of 16 idential 4-bit S-boxes in parallel. The
Permutation Layer has three operations, i.e., Block shuffle, Round permutation and
XOR operation. The Block Shuffle layer takes 16-bit input, and then it gives the 16-
bit shuffled output. For the 64-bit block size, the Block Shuffle operation is only re-
peated four times. The Round permutation performs cyclic left shift operations on 4
16-bit blocks with 9, 7, 4 and 1-bit respectively. The XOR operation performs XOR-ed
operation after the output of Round permutation (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Round function of BORON.

S-box Layer The S-box Layer of BORON uses a 4-bit input and 4-bit output S-box,
S:F4

2 → F4
2 , the hexadecimal values of the S-box is given in Table 1.

Key schedule of the BORON cipher The user key size of BORON is 80- or 128-bit.
25 round sub-keys (each of size is 64-bit) are generated by the key schedule. The 80-bit
user key schedule is given below.
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Table 1. S-box of BORON.
x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b c d e f

S[x] e 4 b 1 7 9 c a d 2 0 f 8 5 3 6

For the 80-bit user key, the master key is stored in a key register K, where it is denoted
as K = (k79, ...,k1,k0). In the first place, the least significant 64 bits in the register K are
extracted as the sub-keys RKi = (k63, ...,k1,k0), i = 0,1, ...,24. Moreover, the register K
is updated as follows.

K <<< 13
[k3,k2,k1,k0]← S[k3,k2,k1,k0]

[k63,k62,k61,k60,k59]← S[k63,k62,k61,k60,k59]⊕RCi,

(2)

where RCi(i = 0, 1, ..., 24) is the round constant.

3. AUTOMATED SEARCH OF IMPOSSIBLE DIFFERENTIAL
DISTINGUISHER of BORON VIA MILP METHOD

The core idea of the MILP method is to transform the problem of searching for an
impossible differential distinguisher into a mathematical optimization problem. There are
two parts of this model, i.e. inequality constraints and objective function. It is necessary
to make the objective function empty when we start to search the impossible differential
distinguishers.

3.1 Construction MILP Model

The main operations of the block cipher include linear operations (cyclic shift,
XOR operation, etc.) and nonlinear operations (S-box). In this case, it is mainly con-
strained for input/output differences of XOR operations, cyclic shift, and S-boxes. Note
that the shift operation only changes the bit position, it cannot be directly described in the
model. The constraints on XOR operation and S-box operation are given below.

The XOR Operation Let c = a ⊕ b, for bit-level XOR operation, the two input differ-
ences are a and b, and the output difference is c, (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The XOR operation.

Let (a,b,c)∈{(0,0,0),(1,1,0),(1,0,1),(0,1,1)} be the possible differential patterns.
Based on the logical condition, the inequality constraints on the bit-level XOR operation
are as follows.
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a+b− c≥ 0
a+ c−b≥ 0
b+ c−a≥ 0
a+b+ c≤ 2

(3)

The S-box Operation Suppose (x3,x2,x1,x0)
s−box−−−→ (y3,y2,y1,y0), where xi and y j

respectively denote the i-bit input difference and j-bit output difference. There are two
cases as below.

(1) The input/output difference of the S-box is zero or nonzero. Let variable At be an
indicator. At = 1 if and only if the input difference of the S-box is fixed to non-zero, that
is, the t-th S-box is active; otherwise At = 0. The inequality constraints are given below.



x3−At ≤ 0
x2−At ≤ 0
x1−At ≤ 0
x0−At ≤ 0
x3 + x2 + x1 + x0−At ≤ 0

(4)

For bijective S-boxes, a nonzero input difference will induce a nonzero output dif-
ference and vice versa. Then the following the inequality constraints should be added.
-0.05in

4
n

∑
j=1

y j−
n

∑
i=1

xi ≤ 0

4
n

∑
i=1

xi−
n

∑
j=1

y j ≤ 0
(5)

(2) For the specific value of the non-zero input/output differential of the S-box, the model
contains three steps. In the first place, one needs to construct a two-dimensional array ac-
cording to the specific value of the non-zero input/output difference of the S-box. More-
over, the convex hull of two-dimensional array can be obtained by SageMath software.
Finally, the inequalities of S-box is simplified by the algorithm proposed in [16].

3.2 Constructing MILP Model for the Round Function of BORON

The round function of BORON cipher consists of S-box Layer, P layer and Ad-
dRoundKey. We only focus on considering the impossible differential distinguisher under
the single key scenario. Correspondingly, we mainly describe the inequalities of the S-
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box Layer and P layer of the BORON cipher. The S-box Layer is a 4-bit S-box and the
P layer mainly contains Block shuffle, Round permutation and XOR operation.

3.2.1 The constraints for S-boxes

The input/output differences of the S-box of BORON cipher are described in Table
2. If the input difference is 0010, the possible patterns combine with the output difference
can be expressed as arrays [0010, 0011], [0010, 0101], [0010, 1011], [0010, 1101]. Simi-
larly, all input/output differences can be expressed as a set Points, Points =[[0000, 0000],
[0001, 0101], [0001, 0110], [0001, 1010], [0001, 1101], [0001, 1110], [0001, 1111],
[0010, 0011], [0010, 0101], [0010, 1011], [0010, 1101],. . . , [1110, 0010], [1110, 0011],
[1110, 0100], [1110, 0110], [1110, 0111], [1110, 1000], [1110, 1101], [1111, 0111],
[1111, 1000], [1111, 1001], [1111, 1110]].

Moreover, the differential propagation of the S-box is described by the inequalities.
As a result, 230 inequalities are obtained for all possible input/output difference propa-
gation patterns. Finally, 23 inequalities are remained by the algorithm proposed in [16].
So in this case, we need only 23 inequalities to describe the differential property of S0 in
Eqs.(6). And since there are 16 S-boxes, we actually require 368 inequalities to describe
the constraints in total.



− x3 + x1 + x0− y2− y1 ≥ 0
x3−3x2 + x1− x0−3y3−2y2−3y1− y0 ≥−10
− x3−2x2 +2x1− x0− y3−2y2−2y1− y0 ≥−10
x3−2x2 +2x1− x0− y3−2y2−2y1− y0 ≥−4
−2x3−2x2 + x0 +2y2 + y1 + y0 ≥ 0
· · ·
−2x3−2x2− x1 +2x0−2y3 +22y2− y1 + y0 ≥−7
− x3−2x2−2x1− x0− y3 +2y2−2y1 + y0 ≥−7
−2x3−3x2−3x1 + x0−3y3 + y2−2y1− y0 ≥−11

7x3−3x2−3x1−2x0−3y3−2y2 + y1− y0 ≥−11

(6)

3.2.2 The constraints for the linear layer

The inequalities for Block shuffle, Round permutation and XOR operation in the
BORON cipher are described as follows.

Let mi be the input difference of the Block shuffle and Round permutation, and ni be
the output difference of the Block shuffle and Round permutation. The Block shuffle and
Round permutation of the 16-bit in the BORON cipher are characterized by inequalities
as Eq. (7). Similarly, the Block shuffle and Round permutation of the remaining three
16-bit are characterized by inequalities to obtained 64 inequalities.
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m0−n8 = 0
m1−n9 = 0
m2−n10 = 0
m3−n11 = 0
· · ·
m12−n4 = 0
m13−n5 = 0
m14−n6 = 0
m15−n7 = 0

(7)

For the XOR operation of the linear diffusion layer structure in the BORON cipher,
it is described according to the XOR operation characterizations in Section 3.1. Let li be
the input difference of XOR operation and qi be the output difference. In this case, the
XOR operation of the first 16-bit in the 64-bit block are characterized by inequalities as
Eq. (8). At last, the XOR operations of the remaining three 16-bit are characterized by
inequalities to obtain 256 inequalities.



l0 + l16−q0 ≥ 0
l0− l16 +q0 ≥ 0
− l0 + l16 +q0 ≥ 0
l0 + l16 +q0 ≤ 2
l1 + l17−q1 ≥ 0
l1− l17 +q1 ≥ 0
− l1 + l17 +q1 ≥ 0
l1 + l17 +q1 ≤ 2
· · ·
l14 + l30−q14 ≥ 0
l14− l30 +q14 ≥ 0
− l14 + l30 +q14 ≥ 0
l14 + l30 +q14 ≤ 2
l15 + l31−q15 ≥ 0
l15− l31 +q15 ≥ 0
− l15 + l31 +q15 ≥ 0
l15 + l31 +q15 ≤ 2

(8)

3.3 The Automatic Searching Algorithm for Impossible Differential Distinguisher

The python interface provided by the Gurobi is used to search the whole process of
Algorithm 1. The experiment is performed in the environment PC (Intel(R) Core(TM)
i5-8265U, 8GB RAM, Windows10).
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Table 2. The input and output differential distribution of BORON’s S-box.
Input difference Output difference

0000 0000
0001 0101, 0110, 1010, 1101, 1110, 1111
0010 0011, 0101, 1011, 1101
0011 0010, 0101, 0110, 1101, 1110, 1111
0100 0011, 0101, 0111, 1001, 1011, 1101
0101 0001, 0011, 0110, 0111, 1000, 1010, 1100, 1101
0110 0010, 0100, 1000, 1010, 1100, 1110
0111 0001, 0010, 0100, 0101, 0110, 0111, 1000, 1011
1000 0011, 0110, 1011, 1100, 1110, 1111
1001 0001, 0010, 0100, 1001, 1010, 1100
1010 0011, 0100, 0110, 1011, 1110, 1111
1011 0001, 0010, 0100, 1001, 1010, 1100
1100 0001, 0101, 0110, 0111, 1000, 1010, 1011, 1100
1101 0010, 0011, 0100, 0101, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101
1110 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, 0110, 0111, 1000, 1101
1111 0111, 1000, 1001, 1110

There are 64×64 input/output difference pairs in Algorithm 1. And an impossible
differential distinguisher will be obtained if the model has no solution. Actually in this
simulation, 160 6-round impossible differential distinguishers can be obtained by search-
ing 4096 cases (the simulation spends about 456.6 seconds). Some part of 6-round im-
possible differential distinguishers are listed in Table 3, where vi (0 ≤ i ≤7) indicates that
the difference of the ith bit of the word is 1, and the remaining bit differences are 0, where
0 indicates the difference of the word is zero.

4. IMPOSSIBLE DIFFERENTIAL ATTACK
ON BORON CIPHER

In this section, the probability of input/output differences of S-boxes of BORON
cipher are discussed. Moreover, by using the differential property of the S-box, the 10-
round impossible differential attack on BORON cipher is proposed.

4.1 The Differential Property of S-boxes

For BORON cipher, if the input difference is 0010, then the output difference should
be 0011, 0101, 1011, or 1101. If the 0-th bit (i.e., the rightmost bit or the lowest bit) of
these output differences is 1, and the rest bits of the output difference are fixed to 0 or 1,
one can denote these unknown difference as “*”, but the output difference is marked by
“***1”. For the S-box used in BORON cipher, Property 1 below can be existed.

Property 1: Once the input (or output difference) of the S-box is fixed, then the bit
positions of the corresponding output (or input) difference can also be easily confirmed.
For example, one can check the results in Table 4, where “*” indicates the unknown
difference.
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Algorithm 1: Automatic Search for Impossible Difference Distinguisher of BORON
Input: 64-bit input difference set C, 64-bit output difference set P;
Output: r-round impossible differential distinguisher List;
1: Initialization;
2: Constructing MILP model M of impossible differential distinguisher for BORON;
3: // The model uses the “lp” file format;
4: for i in C do
5: for j in P do
6: M← create model(i, j);
7: // The constraints of the input/output difference are written into the model file M;
8: Using Gurobi to solve the model M;
9: if M.status == 3 do // M.status==3 means the model has no solution;
10: List.append(i, j);
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: return List;

Table 3. The impossible differential distinguishers of BORON.
Input difference Output difference
(0,0,0,0,v6,0,0,0) (0,0,0,v4,0,0,0,0)
(0,0,0,0,v6,0,0,0) (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,v5)
(0,0,0,0,v6,0,0,0) (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,v7)
(0,0,0,0,v6,0,0,0) (0,v2,0,0,0,0,0,0)
(0,0,0,0,v6,0,0,0) (0,0,0,0,0,0,v0,0)

Actually, these differential features of the S-box can be very helpful for increasing
the round number of the impossible differential distinguishers.

On the other hand, there always exists certain probability distribution for given out-
put and input difference pairs. For example, if the output difference is fixed to (0010),
and then the input difference can be one of the eight values, i.e., {(0001),(0011),
(0101),(1001),(1011),(1101),(0111),(1111)}. Specially, If the eight results are marked
as ***1, then the probability (Pr) for each input difference is 1/8. The input/output dif-
ferential probability of the S-box in the BORON cipher is summarized in Property 2
below.

Property 2: The differential probability can be determined, if the input and output
difference (listed in Table 5) are given. In fact, by using the input/output differential
probability distribution of the S-box above, the data complexity can be effectively reduced
in the key recovery phase.

4.2 Key Recovery

In this section, the impossible differential attack on the BORON cipher is dis-
cussed. In the first place, a 6-round impossible differential distinguisher is selected, i.e.,
(0,0,0,0,v6,0,0,0) ̸→ (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,v5) , which is one of the 160 6-round impossible differ-
ential distinguishers searched in Section 3.3. Moreovere, based on the S-box input/output
difference feature of Property 1, the selected distinguisher is respectively extended 2
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Table 4. The input/output differential property of the S-box of BORON.
Input difference 0010 0100 0110 *1** *1** 1111

Output difference ***1 ***1 ***0 0111 1000 *0**

Table 5. The property of the input/output differential probability of the S-box.
Input difference ***1 **** **** **** **10 0*** 1000 000*
Output difference 0010 0*** *000 1**0 **** **** *1** ****
Probability 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/4 1/4 1/2 1/8 1/8

rounds forward and 2 rounds backward. In this case, a 10-round impossible differential
attack is performed.

The portion round subkeys of rounds 1, 2 and 9, 10 are guessed so that the wrong
round subkeys are filtered via the 6-round impossible differential distinguisher. Based on
the S-box input/output differential probability of the property 2, the ciphertext pairs in the
data set are selected, and the data complexity in the key recovery phase is estimated. In the
key recovery phase, the plaintext-ciphertext pairs that meet the corresponding difference
conditions are retained. The key recovery procedure is given in Fig. 4, which is described
below.

Step 1: Select 2m data set;

Step 2: Guess the 24-bit key values of RK0[3∼0], RK0[15∼12], RK0[39∼36], RK0
[47∼44], RK0[51∼48] and RK0[55∼52]. The difference of these selected data pairs
should satisfy ∆S0. The remained pairs should be about 2m−13 since the probabil-
ity of S(****)=0***, S(****)=*000, S(****)=1**0, S(****)=000*, S(****)=*000 and
S(****)=0*** be 1/2, 1/8, 1/4, 1/8, 1/8 and 1/2, respectively.

Step 3: Guess the 24-bit key values of RK9[3∼0], RK9[15∼12], RK0[35∼32], RK0
[47∼44], RK0[51∼48] and RK0[63∼60]. The difference of these selected data pairs
should satisfy ∆C9. The remained pairs should be about 2m−28 since the probability of
S−1(****)=000*, S−1(****)=**10, S−1(****)=000*, S−1(****)=**10, S−1(****)=000*
and S−1(****)=**10 be 1/8, 1/4, 1/8, 1/4 and 1/8, respectively.

Step 4: Guess the 12-bit key values of RK1[27∼24], RK1[35∼32] and RK0[55∼52]. The
difference of these selected data pairs should satisfy ∆S1. The remained pairs should be
about 2m−39 since the probability of S(****)=0100, S(*1**)=1000 and S(****)=0100 be
1/16, 1/8 and 1/16, respectively.

Step 5: Guess the 4-bit key values of RK8[7∼4]. According to ∆C8 = C8⊕C
′
8, C8 =

(S−1(P−1(C9)))⊕RK8, each pair in the remained data set is calculated. As the probability
of S−1(***1) = 0010 is 1/8, the difference of these selected data pairs should satisfy
∆C8[7∼4] = **10. Finally the remaining pairs should be about 2m−42.
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Fig. 4. Impossible difference attack of BORON.

4.3 Complexity Analysis

In the key recovery phase, 64-bit round subkeys are guessed, and then the wrong keys
can be filtered. Actually, there are about 264×(1− 2−4)2m−42

candidate keys remaining.
When the number of remaining candidate keys is small than 1, the correct key can be
recovered well, that is 264×(1−2−4)2m−42 ≤ 1, where m ≈ 43.52. In this case, the error
rate is Error=(1−2−4)2m−42≈e−2m−38.05≈e−25.47≈2−25.99

.
Moreover, the data complexity of this attack is about 2m=243.52 chosen data, and

the memory complexity is about 2×2m = 244.52 encryption operations. In particular, ac-
cording to the key schedule, we can easily recover the master key. Therefore, the time
complexity of the attack is about 262.08 10-round encryption operations in total, (see Ta-
ble 6).

4.4 The Comparison of Previous Results with Our Results

The results comparison are shown in Table 7.
In [14], 8-round differential trials of BORON cipher were searched based on SAT/

SMT, and a 9-round key recovery attack was performed after extended one round. An
automatic search method based on the bit-division property was also used to search 6-
round integral distinguisher in [15]. At the same time, for 7-, 8-, and 9-round of BORON
cipher, the key recovery attacks were proposed in this work. However, in our new attack
method, the impossible differential distinguisher on the BORON cipher is automatically
searched, where some 6-round impossible differential distinguishers are attained. More-
over, using the input/output differential property of the S-box, a 10-round key recovery
attack is performed after extended respectively 2 rounds forward and 2 rounds backward.
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Table 6. The time complexity of the impossible differential attack on BORON.
Step Guess Size Time complexity

(1) / 0 2m× 1
10

(2)
RK0[3∼0], RK0[15∼12],

RK0[39∼36], RK0[47∼44],
RK0[51∼48] and RK0[55∼52]

24 2m×224× 1
10

(3)
RK9[3∼0], RK9[15∼12],

RK0[35∼32], RK0[47∼44],
RK0[51∼48] and RK0[63∼60]

24 2m−13×224×224× 1
10

(4)
RK1[27∼24], RK1[35∼32]

RK0[55∼52]
12 2m−13×224×224×212× 1

10

(5) RK8[7∼4] 4 2m−13×224×224×212×24× 1
10

Table 7. The different cryptanalysis of BORON cipher.

Attack types
Attack
rounds

Data
complexity

Time
complexity

Memory
complexity

Resource

Differential Cryptanalysis 9 263 256 224 [14]

Integral Cryptanalysis
7 254 254.19 -
8 254 258.34 - [15]
9 257.90 294.06 -

Impossible Differential
Cryptanalysis

10 243.52 262.08 244.52 New

It is illustrated that this new attack requires about 243.52 chosen data, 262.08 10-round en-
cryption operations, and 244.52 bits memory. Compared with the previous results, this
attack achieves the highest attacking round number and the lowest data complexity.

5. CONCLUSION

In this article, a new impossible differential cryptanalysis of BORON cipher is pre-
sented. More concretely, 160 6-round impossible differential distinguishers are attained
by using a new MILP model. Moreover, the 10-round impossible differential attack on
reduced BORON cipher is performed by respectively extending a 6-round distinguisher
to 2 rounds forward and 2 rounds backward. Finally, compared to previous known results,
a favorable attacking round numbers and a lesser data complexity of this new attack are
achieved.
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